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Featured Application: Selective ion transport through polymer electrolytes is crucial for
environmental applications, especially in deionization of water for drinking and irrigation
purposes and in effluents’ treatment. Ion transport through permselective membranes is relevant
in emerging energy applications as well.
Abstract: Electrodialysis is utilized for the deionization of saline streams, usually formed by strong
electrolytes. Recently, interest in new applications involving the transport of weak electrolytes through
ion-exchange membranes has increased. Clear examples of such applications are the recovery of valuable
metal ions from industrial effluents, such as electronic wastes or mining industries. Weak electrolytes
give rise to a variety of ions with different valence, charge sign and transport properties. Moreover,
development of concentration polarization under the application of an electric field promotes changes in
the chemical equilibrium, thus making more complex understanding of mass transfer phenomena in
such systems. This investigation presents a set of experiments conducted with salts of multivalent
metals with the aim to provide better understanding on the involved mass transfer phenomena.
Chronopotentiometric experiments and current-voltage characteristics confirm that shifts in chemical
equilibria can take place simultaneous to the activation of overlimiting mass transfer mechanisms,
that is, electroconvection and water dissociation. Electroconvection has been proven to affect the type of
precipitates formed at the membrane surface thus suppressing the simultaneous dissociation of water.
For some electrolytes, shifts in the chemical equilibria forced by an imposed electric field generate new
charge carriers at specific current regimes, thus reducing the system resistance.
Keywords: overlimiting mass transfer; electroconvection; water dissociation; electrodialysis; ion
transport; weak electrolytes; multivalent ion transport; electromembrane processes; ion-exchange
membranes

1. Introduction
Ion transport is relevant in numerous biological and engineering systems [1]. Selective ion
transport is the key process in desalination of salt solutions by means of electrodialysis as well as in
electrochemical energy conversion systems, such as redox flow batteries or reverse electrodialysis [2–5].
In the above-mentioned processes, ion-exchange membranes ensure ionic continuity and selective
transport of ions between different compartments. Ion-exchange membranes are polymeric films
containing fixed charges in their structure, which make them selective for mobile ions with the
opposite charge (counter-ions) and impermeable for mobile ions with the same charge (co-ions).
Therefore, two main types of ion-exchange membranes exist: anion- and cation-exchange membranes.
Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, 1566; doi:10.3390/app8091566
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Ion transport through ion-exchange membranes has been widely studied using electrolytes composed
of monovalent salts, since desalination of brackish water was one the first applications of electrodialysis
membranes [6]. While transport of monovalent salt solutions across charged membranes has been
widely investigated, phenomena involved during the transport of multivalent ions are not as widely
understood. Treatment of industrial effluents from mining sites or metal finishing industries, recovery
of valuable metals from electronic waste or transport of multivalent ions in redox flow batteries,
to name a few, are some of the applications where transport of multivalent ions is involved [7–9].
Three are the main properties that are desired in ion-exchange membranes: long-term stability,
high selectivity for the counter-ions of interest and high ionic conductivities. Membranes having these
properties ensure high faradaic efficiencies and low energy consumption. Nonetheless, selectivity of
ion-exchange membranes implicitly entails the development of concentration polarization. When a
constant current density is imposed within an electrodialysis cell, ionic current is mainly transported
by counter-ions in the membrane phase, whereas both counter- and co-ions contribute to ionic current
through diffusion boundary layers (DBLs). Consequently, concentration profiles are developed at
the membrane-neighboring solution layers. This phenomenon, known as concentration polarization,
is intensified as current density is increased. Ultimately, when the current is increased up to the
point that the concentration at the membrane depleting surface approaches zero, the resistance of the
membrane system increases substantially. The current density at which this phenomenon occurs is
conventionally known as the limiting current density (ilim ). After surpassing ilim , the well-known
plateau region of current-voltage curves develops. Electrodialysis systems are usually operated below
the ilim , in order not to increase energy costs. Contrariwise to pressure-driven membrane processes, flux
of ions through the membranes can be further increased beyond the ilim via activation of additional ion
transport mechanisms. Among them, electroconvection, water dissociation and natural convection are
the most common. Electroconvection is the formation of vortices under strong polarization conditions
and an extended space charge layer at the depleting side of the membrane. The created instabilities result
in mixing of the DBL and an increased supply of ions from the bulk solution towards the membrane [10].
Opposite to the dissociation of water, in the case of electroconvection, the ions transported through the
membrane are the target ones. For this reason, several researchers have investigated different strategies
to potentiate electroconvection at low driving forces, that is to reduce the length of the plateau region in
order to shift the operation point above the ilim without implying very high increases in energy losses.
Introducing ion-conducting and topographic heterogeneity on the membranes’ surface is the
most investigated method for enhancing electroconvection [11,12]. In addition to membrane surface
properties, the type of electrolyte has been also demonstrated to be an influencing parameter in
the early onset and intensification of electroconvection. Several researchers have concluded from
experimental studies that multivalent ions with larger Stokes radii are able to create larger vortices and
boost electroconvection [13–15]. However, these ions also entail an additional complexity, since they
can appear as free ions or combined in the form of complex species. The speciation and distribution of
counter-ions can be altered upon application of an electric field and development of concentration
polarization. Changes in speciation of electrolyte in the vicinities of the membrane may imply the
generation, at an advanced stage of concentration polarization, of new counter-ions from other species
with a different charge and thus, turn into changes in membrane selectivity and current efficiency in
electromembrane processes. Also, membrane conductivity is influenced by the type of counter-ion
equilibrating the membrane or by precipitates formation at the depleting membrane side [14,16].
The aim of the present study is to recapitulate diverse phenomena that can arise during transport
of multivalent ions through cation-exchange membranes under intense concentration polarization
conditions and improve the understanding on the factors influencing them. These are investigated by
means of chronopotentiometric measurements, where the dynamic response of membrane voltage drop
upon different perturbation signals are interpreted on the realm of several competing and interrelated
phenomena arising at overlimiting currents. Analysis of the current-voltage features is also assessed to
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obtain the steady state resistance of membrane systems. The different phenomena observed are treated
and classified according to the cause for their emergence:
1.
2.

Equilibrium shifts in the diffusion boundary layer
Overlimiting mass transfer with multivalent metals

2. Materials and Methods
The membranes used for the present study are commercial Nafion 117 (DuPontTM , Wilmington,
DE, USA) cation-exchange membranes. These membranes are perfluorosulfonic films with a fixed
charge density of 0.9 meq/g and a thickness of 183 µm. A lab scale setup formed by a 3-compartment
electrodialysis cell was utilized for conducting chronopotentiometric experiments. The three compartments
were filled with the same electrolyte and concentration to avoid concentration gradients other than those
arising due to the application of a current density. The membrane under study was placed separating the
central and cathodic compartment, while an auxiliary anion-exchange membrane was used to separate the
anodic and cathodic compartment and minimize the effect of the anode reaction on the ionic transport
taking place through the membrane under study. Two Ag/AgCl reference electrodes immersed in Luggin
capillaries were used to measure the voltage drop across the membrane, Um , and a potentiostat/galvanostat
Autolab PGSTAT 20 was used as power source. More details and a schematic view of the experimental
setup can be found in our previous work [17]. Different metallic sulfate solutions were used as electrolyte
with the aim of comparing the transport of ions with different charge and which give rise to a variety of
complex species. Na2 SO4 , NiSO4 , Fe2 (SO4 )3 and Cr2 (SO4 )3 purchased from Panreac (Castellar del Vallès,
Spain) were used to prepare solutions with distilled water.
Among available techniques for the characterization of ion transport through ion-exchange
membranes, chronopotentiometry allows for the obtaining of information on the transients of ion
transport at different current regimes. Additionally, the steady state values of Um obtained from each
current pulse were used to plot the current-voltage curves of the different membrane/electrolyte
systems investigated. Figure 1 shows the principle of the chronopotentiometric experiments.
The chronopotentiograms evolve differently depending on the level of current density applied.
At current densities i < ilim , concentration profiles at the depleting side of the membrane are not
fully developed, so that the ionic resistance of the membrane phase is still the predominant one.
Consequently, the response of Um is almost plane. When the ilim is approached, the selective transport
of counterions through the membrane implies a depletion of ions at the diluted side of the membrane,
the concentration of ions approaches zero near the membrane and a sharp increase in resistance is
registered. This increased resistance can be tracked by a jump in Um in the chronopotentiograms.
If the current density is further increased, the depletion layer near the membrane can increase in
thickness. The jump in Um takes place faster and the final membrane resistance increases further.
In the present work, the current was applied during 300 s and the relaxation of the membrane potential
after switching
the current off was further monitored for 150 s.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Phenomena Related to Shifts in Chemical Equilibria during Electrodialysis of Multivalent Ions
3.1.1. Chronopotentiometric Features
As explained above, chronopotentiometry provides information about different events happening
in electrodialysis cells under the influence of an electric field, especially at the diluted diffusion
boundary layer. Changes occurring as a consequence of the depletion of ions are manifested in the
chronopotentiograms as an increase in the voltage drop of the membrane system [18]. Solutions with
multivalent ions which form weak electrolytes give rise to additional events that can be tracked by
changes in the ionic resistance of the membrane system. These can be concomitant to the decrease
in ionic concentration in the diffusion boundary layer but they can be also caused by shifts in pH
or chemical equilibrium. In the following, different chronopotentiograms gained from experiments
conducted with metal sulfate solutions are discussed.
Figure 2 shows an overview of different types of peculiar responses obtained from
chronopotentiometric measurements using solutions of multivalent cations. These curves differ
from those typically obtained with salts of monovalent metals, like the ones schematically shown
in Figure 1. Figure 2a shows chronopotentiograms obtained with Cr2 (SO4 )3 solutions at different
current densities. The curve obtained at the lowest current density shows an inflexion point, which
indicates that depletion of counter-ions at the membrane surface already occurred at this polarization
level. However, as the current is further increased, a second inflection point is observed in the curves.
After the first jump, Um levels off for an instant before the registration of a second jump in Um .
This response can be explained by a redistribution of species across the DBL and in the membrane
phase, which involves formation of new ions and an intermediate increase in membrane conductivity.
This intermediate step restrains a continuous and uninterrupted increase in resistance and leads to
a multi-step development of concentration polarization. At sufficiently high current densities and
long times, a secondary stage of concentration polarization is achieved and Um attains a steady value;
from here on the voltage response resembles that achieved with single salt solutions.
Figure 2b shows a different type of evolution of the membrane voltage obtained with solutions
containing trivalent iron, Fe2 (SO4 )3 . In this case, after an initial increase in Um , a maximum is reached
and the membrane resistance decreases over time until an almost steady state value is registered at
the end of the current pulse. This case can be also explained by a shift in the chemical equilibrium
during the development of concentration polarization. However, in this case, the new species formed
have higher ionic conductivities than the original ones present in the system and predominate over a
wider range of currents. Moreover, the changes tracked during the registration of the curves take place
slowly and at currents significantly below the ilim . In this case, the subsequent increase in Um only
occurs at much higher current densities (not shown in the figure).
Finally, the curves presented in Figure 2c,d correspond to two different phases of the same
experiments: the response registered during the application of the current pulse and during the
relaxation of the membrane potential once the current is switched off. These curves were obtained with
NiSO4 solutions. The curve obtained at the lowest current density in Figure 2c displays an inflexion
point, with a shape analogous to that typically obtained for NaCl solutions (see Figure 1), where after
the jump in Um , a steady state value is reached. At higher current densities, a second increase in
Um is obtained in the curves. In this case, the increase in Um takes place more gradually than in the
curves of Figure 2a and includes some rough oscillations. The response obtained once the current
application ceases also showcases a different relaxation of the membrane potential depending on
the previously applied current density. At the lowest current, the membrane potential evolves very
fast during the relaxation process, dropping directly towards a value very close to zero after ceasing
application of current and decreasing slowly later, until definitely reaching zero. In the cases where
the second increase in Um was registered, the membrane potential drops initially to a value higher
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than 0.4 V. The relaxation profile of membrane potential is thus connected with the second increase of
Um displayed when high currents are applied. After registration of these curves, a Ni(OH)2 precipitate
layer was observed at the anodic side of the cation-exchange membrane. Consequently, the second
increase in Um can be attributed to the formation of precipitate layers, which builds up an additional
resistance to ion transport. The significantly high remaining potential (>0.4 V) seems therefore to
be related to a limitation in the restoration of concentration profiles to the initial equilibrium state.
This
caused
by a strong polarization process and a hindrance in the re-equilibration
Appl. limitation
Sci. 2018, 8, xmay
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inflexion point, with a shape analogous to that typically obtained for NaCl solutions (see Figure 1),
where after the jump in Um, a steady state value is reached. At higher current densities, a second
increase in Um is obtained in the curves. In this case, the increase in Um takes place more gradually
than in the curves of Figure 2a and includes some rough oscillations. The response obtained once the
current application ceases also showcases a different relaxation of the membrane potential
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It seems that other processes related to the transport of salts of multivalent cations are responsible
for the atypical chronopotentiometric features. Such processes occur even before electroconvective
vortices start to be noticeable in the chronopotentiograms. Due to the complicated interplay between
chemical equilibria and concentration polarization, the speciation diagrams at different concentrations
serve as a helpful tool to explain the obtained responses. To describe the multi-stage concentration
polarization process in the case of Cr2 (SO4 )3 solutions, the fraction of different species at the initial
concentration are represented in Figure 3 as a function of pOH and pSO4 . The straight lines show the
initial equilibrium conditions in the solution. Because of the Donnan exclusion effect for co-ions in
the membrane, higher pOH and pSO4 values prevail in the membrane phase. As the level of current
density is increased and the DBL adjacent to the membrane gets depleted of ions, Donnan exclusion of
co-ions is enhanced, since the difference between the concentration of fixed charges in the membrane
and the concentration of ions at the membrane/solution interface increases. Accordingly, a shift in
chemical equilibrium inside the membrane at high levels of concentration polarization may cause a
decrease in pH (increase in pOH corresponding with a shift towards the right side in Figure 3a) and an
increase of pSO4 (shift towards the right side in Figure 3b) inside the membrane phase. Consequently,
the dissociation of CrSO4 + is favored:
CrSO4 + → Cr3+ + SO4 2−
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Finally, the formation of precipitates observed with NiSO4 solutions can also be tracked with the
help of solubility diagrams. Figure 4 shows the solubility plot for 10−2 M NiSO4 solutions. The dot in
the plot represents the initial equilibrium conditions, corresponding to a pH value of 5.58. As current
densities above the ilim are applied to the system, the transport of H+ through the membrane is
enhanced because of the lack of Ni2+ ions next to the depleting membrane surface. Consequently,
the pH in the depleting DBL increases until the formation of precipitates starts to occur (pH of 7.6) and
the concentration of soluble species of Ni(II) drops abruptly. A similar phenomenon occurred with
Fe2 (SO
solutions
at overlimiting currents. The Ni(OH)2 and Fe(OH)3 precipitates formed
at the
4 )3Sci.
Appl.
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In the case of Cr2(SO4)3 solutions, an atypical current-voltage curve having two plateau regions
electroconvective vortices, as it will be explained below.
was obtained. Such behavior coincides with the registration of two transition times in the
chronopotentiograms obtained at significantly high current densities (in this case, at current
densities in between the two ilim values determined). The Cowan-Brown plots obtained at different
concentrations of Cr2(SO4)3 solutions are shown in Figure 5b [19]. These plots are based on
representing the specific electrical resistance of the system against the inverse of the current density,
so that the transition between different regions of a current-voltage curve can be clearly identified.
At low values of current density (right side of the plots), the resistance remains practically constant.

chronopotentiograms of Figure 2b, where the decrease of Um with time was more marked at
increasing current densities. All in all, the dissociation of complex species into more conductive Fe3+
ions causes a decrease in membrane resistance from R1 = 5.27 Ω·cm2 to R2 = 3.35 Ω·cm2 at currents
slightly below the ilim. This effect is not reported in the case of strong electrolytes and opens new
possibilities
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Finally, the polarization curve for Fe2 (SO4 )3 presented in Figure 5a also showcases an atypical
shape, where two principal regions were obtained: the quasi-ohmic part predominating at low voltage
drops and a very flat plateau emerging after surpassing ilim and not being continued by a further rise
of current (overlimiting region). In this case, the formation of precipitates takes place at the anodic
side of the membrane, as it happened with the NiSO4 solutions. However, iron hydroxide precipitates
seem to form a dense blocking layer which restricts a further rise of current density. If the quasi-ohmic
region for Fe2 (SO4 )3 is analyzed in more detail, it is possible to distinguish two sub-regions of different
membrane resistance. Interestingly, the curve becomes more inclined at higher currents, close to the ilim ,
meaning that the system becomes more ion-conductive at higher current densities. The current-voltage
curve is thus in clear agreement with the chronopotentiograms of Figure 2b, where the decrease of
Um with time was more marked at increasing current densities. All in all, the dissociation of complex
species into more conductive Fe3+ ions causes a decrease in membrane resistance from R1 = 5.27 Ω·cm2
to R2 = 3.35 Ω·cm2 at currents slightly below the ilim . This effect is not reported in the case of strong
electrolytes and opens new possibilities for the operation of electrodialysis systems dealing with weak
electrolytes, which could offer advantages both in terms of ion flux and energy expenditure.

3.2. Phenomena Related to Overlimiting Mass Transfer Mechanisms
3.2.1. Chronopotentiometric Features
As demonstrated in the previous section, registration of distinctive features in chronopotentiometric
curves can be utilized to better understand changes occurring in the membrane phase and within
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the DBLs as a consequence of concentration polarization. These changes are demonstrated to not
only necessarily cause increases in the system resistance but also reduce it when dealing with weak
electrolytes. Nonetheless, application of intense polarization levels can also involve the activation of
overlimiting mass transfer mechanisms, mainly water dissociation and electroconvection. Figure 6
presents the evolution of different chronopotentiometric curves as the level of current density increases
until reaching the overlimiting regime. Except for the case of Fe2 (SO4 )3 solutions (Figure 6b) where
the overlimiting region was suppressed due to the formation of a blocking and isolating precipitate
layer, the rest of panels showcase system responses where both shifts in the chemical equilibrium or
formation of precipitates coexist with overlimiting mechanisms of mass transfer.
Figure 6a shows an example where a shift in the chemical equilibrium in the membrane system
favoring the generation of more conductive ions takes place simultaneous to the formation of
electroconvective vortices. First, at the lowest curve in the graph, only a characteristic decrease
of Um with time can be seen, whereas no oscillations attributable to electroconvective vortices appear.
However, in the two upper curves obtained at currents significantly higher than ilim , both phenomena
are present: the decrease and the oscillations of Um over time. This type of evolution proves that
electroconvection is not suppressed by shifts in the chemical equilibrium. The coexistence of both
phenomena in the same curves could be an indication that dissociation reactions actually predominate
in the membrane phase rather than in the DBL, so that the membranes become more conductive when
charged with multivalent ions. Sarapulova et al. suggested that the conductivity of the membrane
phase increases when the fixed charges are compensated with multiply charged counter-ions [20].
The same effect caused by a shift in the equilibrium condition inside the membrane phase would
explain the decrease of Um with time. Moreover, the strong depletion at the diluting DBL would
not impede the development of electroconvection. It is also noticeable that the size of the voltage
oscillations increases with the current density, which signals the formation of larger vortices.
Figure 6b shows the formation of Fe(III) precipitates during the registration of chronopotentiograms.
The formation of a precipitate layer is tracked by the continuous and notorious increase of Um with
time at the highest currents. Here it is to be noted that the voltage drop through the membrane
reaches a value higher than 3 V. The formation of precipitates at the anodic side of the membrane
was visualized after finalization of the experiments (see Figure 4b). As already seen from the
current-voltage curve lacking overlimiting region in Figure 5a, the increase in Um is continued,
which implies that the precipitate layer blocks ion transport through the membrane, thus suppressing
any possible overlimiting mass transfer mechanism. In contrast with the case of Fe2 (SO4 )3 , Figure 6c,d
obtained using NiSO4 solutions, are representative of chronopotentiograms where the formation
of precipitates and overlimiting mass transfer mechanisms are coupled. In Figure 6c, as the ilim
is exceeded, electroconvective vortices take place, thus limiting a continuous increase in Um , such
as that observed for Fe2 (SO4 )3 . The simultaneous evolution of electroconvection and formation of
precipitates was also observed in Figure 2c. From the evolution of the curves it can be extracted that
electroconvection occurs even at currents lower than the current at which formation of precipitates
starts. Accordingly, the mixing of the DBL due to electroconvection does not prevent the formation
of precipitates. This could be caused by the slight difference between the electrolyte pH at the
beginning of the experiments and the pH where precipitation starts. It can be also observed that the
electroconvective vortices do not cease after the formation of precipitates, which would indicate that
the extended space charge region still prevails after formation of precipitates. In Figure 2c a decrease of
Um associated with electroconvection is observed even after the formation of precipitates. In the case
of NiSO4 solutions, the formation of electroconvective vortices is probably impeding the formation
of a more compact and blocking precipitate layer, thus limiting the increase in membrane resistance
associated with the deposited precipitates. The advantages of electroconvection are therefore not only
related to the mixing of the DBL but also to the limitation of the growth of precipitates, as well as to its
contribution to create a reversible and less compact precipitate layer.

of electrolyte, as well as on the level of polarization applied to the system. On the contrary, the
activation of electroconvection in the case of Figure 6c mixes the solution layer adjacent to the
membrane surface, probably impeding the registration of uniform high local pH values near the
membrane and generating a less compact precipitate layer, which has a gel-like structure. Moreover,
as it can be seen in Figure 4b, the precipitate layer has an uneven thickness showcasing hill and
Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, 1566
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valley regions, probably created during the evolution of the electroconvective vortices.
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where precipitates are formed before activation of electroconvection and then the dissociation of water
is promoted.

Finally, Figure 6d shows another example where overlimiting mass transfer is coupled with the
formation of precipitates. Here, at the intermediate current density, the typical increase of Um related
to the precipitate deposition is very defined. As higher current densities are applied, the jump in
Um due to ion depletion and the jump due to the formation of precipitates are overlapped. Then,
a maximum is reached and Um decreases afterwards. In contrast with the decrease of Um reported in
the previous curves, the pH of the bulk solution changed significantly during the chronopotentiometric
measurements. The formation of a precipitate layer creates in this case a bipolar structure, which
promotes the dissociation of water [21]. It has been demonstrated in previous works, that d-metal
hydroxides, like Ni(OH)2 can catalyze the dissociation of water in electrodialysis systems [22].
Curiously, although the same salt was used in the experiments of Figure 6c,d, the overlimiting mass
transfer phenomena arising are different. The higher concentration of Ni2+ ions in Figure 6d implies
that precipitation of Ni(OH)2 starts at lower pH values, as can be deduced from the solubility plot of
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Figure 4. At this stage, it is important to highlight the sensitivity of the predominating mass transfer
phenomena during electrodialysis on the concentration and type of electrolyte, as well as on the level
of polarization applied to the system. On the contrary, the activation of electroconvection in the case of
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does not avoid the formation of precipitates but can induce a change in the structure of the deposited
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4. Conclusions
This work presented a qualitative analysis of the evolution of resistances to ion transport
during electrodialysis of weak salts composed of multivalent metals. Results have shown that
polarization of the membrane system can promote the dissociation of complex ionic species formed
by the multivalent metals and lead to the generation of more mobile species. In the case of Fe2(SO4)3
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4. Conclusions
This work presented a qualitative analysis of the evolution of resistances to ion transport during
electrodialysis of weak salts composed of multivalent metals. Results have shown that polarization
of the membrane system can promote the dissociation of complex ionic species formed by the
multivalent metals and lead to the generation of more mobile species. In the case of Fe2 (SO4 )3
solutions, this phenomenon takes place at currents below ilim and causes a decrease of Um during the
course of the chronopotentiometric measurements. A quasi-ohmic region subdivided in two parts
was also obtained in the current-voltage curves, being the region closest to the ilim more conductive
than the region at lower currents. In the case of Cr2 (SO4 )3 solutions, a similar effect was identified,
although at currents much closer to the ilim . Consequently, two different transition times were obtained
in the chronopotentiograms and two plateau regions were identified in the current-voltage curves.
The results obtained open the possibility to operate at high current densities with reduced system
resistances, given the case that uncharged species or species with low mobility dissociate into more
mobile counter-ions. However, the convenience of operating at such current density regimes should
be evaluated during long-term experiments in future works.
This work showed experimentally for the first time that overlimiting mechanisms of mass transfer
and shifts in chemical equilibrium at intense current density regimes can evolve simultaneously
during electrodialysis of weak electrolytes. This finding is especially relevant, since it implies that
electroconvective vortices are not suppressed by the generation of new species, even when precipitates
are formed at the depleting membrane/solution interface. The development of electroconvective
vortices seems to affect the precipitate structure, in a way that it prevents the formation of a
homogeneous and compact bipolar structure where catalytic dissociation of water is activated.
The cases in which electroconvection predominates as the overlimiting mass transfer mechanism
coincide with current-voltage curves with shorter plateaus and minimal variations of the electrolyte
pH. Therefore, intensified electroconvection also emerges as a promising phenomenon for preventing
the formation of very dense precipitates which would cause an irreversible fouling of the membranes
and very high membrane potential drops.
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